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INTRODUCTION
1. RATIONALE
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactors (CSTR) consist of successive
series of reactors (4-10 devices) that are commonly used because of
their high productivity, however, the dynamic properties of CSTR are
nonlinear multivariable intervening channel. In industry, almost linear
feedback control is used with PID controllers, which results in
unsatisfactory product quality.
In recent years, many non-linear control studies for CSTR have
opened the way to production. However, previous studies have mostly
linear or nonlinear control with single-variable control studies that do
not take into account the full balance of volume and energy balance for
the jacket. Research results are usually applied to the reactors located
at the top of the line, mainly to investigate changes in concentration,
not to mention disturbances. Results published only in simulated form,
not yet indicated a specific chemical reactor. The thesis selects the
research topic "Application of non-linear predictive control for
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor" using the multivariate nonlinear
prediction model in which there are four conditional states that are
conditionally bound to the orientation application for terminal response
equipment, focusing on the goal of reducing the noise to ensure output
quality. On the other hand, control algorithm is simplified so that it can
be easily applied to production.
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Design of multi-variable nonlinear model predictive control
systems NMPC for CSTR to improves product quality and can be
easily applied in production.
3. LIMIT OF RESEARCH
3.1. Objects:
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) at the end of the
chain
3.2. Scope of the study
Design controlling for CSTR.
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4. METHODOLOGY
- Study of published works on CSTR nonlinear control.
- Study design of CSTR hydrolysis acetic anhydride model in
laboratory
- Study on process dynamics and linear control for CSTRAcetic. Evaluate the control system by simulation.
- Study on designing Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
(NMPC) for CSTR-Acetic. Evaluate the control system by
simulation.
- Modeling of CSTR hydrolysis acetic anhydride in the
laboratory. Experiment with linear and control using ABB's AC 800
MXA industrial controller.
5. THESIS TITLE
Application of non-linear control for controlling process
Chemical tank reactors.
6. SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Scientific significance:
The thesis has developed and proposed the application nonlinear
model predictive control NMPC for CSTR hydrolysis of acetic
anhydride.
Practical significance:
The results of this thesis open up the possibility of applying
nonlinear control NMPC to CSTR in actual production.
7. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
The thesis consists of the introduction, four chapter of main
contents and conclusion – suggestion.
CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR
1.1. Kinetics of Continuous stirred tank reactor
1.1.1. General overview of Continuous stirred tank reactor
The main parts of the CSTR include: Reactor volume V
contains the reaction solution, is stirred by stirring and rotated by an
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Figure 1.1. The working principle of the CSTR
electric motor, the reaction solution is supplied to a flask having a
flow rate F1 concentration C A1 and temperature T1 , completed
product is retrieved with flow

F2 , concentration C A2 and

temperature T , control flow out using a valve or pump; The casing
shell is called the jacket containing the heating fluid, the heat is
passed through the reactor wall, adjusting the heat input for the
reaction through the flow of the substance (can be used valve or
regulator).
1.1.2. Kinetics process of the reactor
Consider the endothermic reaction
- Balance the component:

V

dC A2
dt

F1C A1

F2C A2

k ' .V .C A2

- Balance the energy for the reaction:
dT
VC p
( C p FT
C p F2T )
Hk 'VC A2
1 1
dt
Q KT A(T T j 2 )

Q

(1.2)

- Balance the power for the jacket:

 jV j C pj

dT j 2
dt

  j C pj Fj (T j1  T j 2 )  Q

(1.3)
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-

Mass balance:
dh
Vmax
F1 F2
dt
V
h
%
Vmax
Where V ,V j (m3) is the reactor volume and the jacket volume,
3
C A1 and C A2 (mol/l, kg/m or count on %) is the input and output

concentration of the reagent, T1 (K) is the input temperature of the
reagent, T (K) is the reaction temperature is maintained constant, F1
'

and F2 (m3/s) is the input and output flow of the reagent. k ( s ) is the
rate of reaction rate: k

'

E#
RT

Q(kW ) is the heat capacity supply
,
for the reactor, KT is the coefficient of heat transfer (W/m2K), A is

k0 e

area of heat transfer (m2), ρ (kg/ m3) is the specific mass of the
reagent, C p ,C pj ( J / kg.K ) is the specific heat of the reagent and of
the heating medium, ρj (kg/ m3) is the specific weight of the heating
medium, T j1 , T j 2 ( K ) is the input and output temperature of jacket,

Fj (m3 / s) is the flow rate of the jacket grade, h is the volume level
of the reactor (in %).
The CSTR model shown in Figure 1.2 is constructed from
kinetic equations (1.31) to (1.34)
The most important control needle quantify is the output
concentration (usually the product concentration interpolates to the
temperature of the reaction). To control the reaction temperature
(product concentration), we control conduct heat Q supply for
reaction (usually through the flow of the liquid stream F j ). So we
have a couple of controls F j - T (C A2 )
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Figure 1.2. Control structure model of the reactor
The second control needle quatify is level h of solution in

the reactor. Level control can be used F1 or F2 ,we have a couple of
controls F2
-

h or F1

h:

Noise variable: T1 , C A1 , F1 ( F2 ) , T j1 .

Channel interpolation: Level loop and temperature loop
(concentration)
- Nonlinearity: Nonlinear input-output, the relationship
between concentration and temperature reaction. Nonlinear
structure (the product of the two state variables and the
product of the state variable with the control variable)
1.2. Studies on the CSTR
Nonlinear studies for the CSTR survey on the SISO nonlinear
system, the documents have been guaranteed requirements set out,
but the multimodal MIMO has not been taken into account,
regardless of the interference effect. Actually, the CSTR consist of
sequential series of responses so the input will change. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider the input noise, as it will affect the quality of
the output.
On the other hand, these documents do not fully account for the
inter-channel effect between level (mass balance) and temperature,
concentration (energy balance) and no empirical evidence of specific
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reactor.
1.3. Research orientation of the thesis
Constructing a non-linear control model NMPC and application
control for the CSTR end-of-line reactor, verified by simulation and
experiment.
CHAPTER 2
CONTROL CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR
HYDROLYSIS ACETIC ANHYDRIDE
2.1. Hydrolysis of anhydride acetic in the production of acid
acetic
Consider hydrolysis of anhydride acetic with the reaction equation
following: anhydride acetic meets water hydrolysis slowly to acid
acetic:

CH3CO 2 O

H 2O

2CH 3COOH

Q

Figure 2.1. Molecular structure of hydrolysis reaction anhydride
acetic
For the purpose of constructing a model of anhydride acetic
hydrolysis reactor in a laboratory, for control design, the thesis
selects a small empirical model with acetic anhydride hydrolysis
reaction data and technology process as follows:
Acetic anhydride has an initial concentration CA1 0,5mol / l

51kg / m3 (set relative unit is 100%) hydrolysis at temperature
T
t,
C A2

400 C (313K), acetic anhydride will form acetic acid. After time
the
remaining
anhydride
acetic
concentration
is

4,794kg / m3 respectively 9,3962%. Output

0,047mol / l

deviation allowed

C A2

5% .
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Figure 2.2. Technological process of producing acetic acid by
hydrolysis of anhydide acetic
2.2. Simulation control of anhydride acetic reactor with PID
feedback control
Figure 2.3 is a testing model of acetic anhydride hydrolysis reactor:

Figure 2.3. PD-Process Diagram for CSTR producing acetic acid
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Figure 2.4 is a simulation model for CSTR device control, with
PID feedback control having two loops: Level and Concentration.
Considering the working system at the equilibrium point, we study
the effect of four input noises: C A1 , T1 , F1 , T j1 . The simulation results
show:
-

When the system is working stable, for each noise

disturbance is stable system but deviation of concentration C A2 from
8%-12,6%. Round circuit speed is fast, stable and has negligible
deviation.
When the system is working stable, consider 4 interference
effects at the same time we see stability but output concentration

C A2 deviation 14%. So when the simultaneous effects of
interference, the system will have the largest deviation. Round circuit
speed is fast, stable and has negligible deviation.
Mass
balanc

Balance the
component

Balance
the energy
for

the

reaction

Balance
the
power
for the

Figure 2.4. Simulation model for PID feedback controllers for CSTR
response equipment
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Figure 2.5 shows the response of the system to the simultaneous
interaction of 4 interferences.

Figure 2.5. Response of the system when 4 interferences at the same
time
General comment: The system works at the equilibrium point,
giving the disturbance in turn the impact and simultaneous effects of
the three interferences, the concentration of output C A2 deviated
beyond the allowed range.
2.3. Conclusion Chapter 2
Because the reactor control model is a multi-variable system,
effects alternate channels nonlinear, when using linear feedback
control with a PID controller, with constant input parameters, model
design ensured balance and stability, output quality results meet the
requirements. However, when there is input noise, the quality of the
output has deviation of about 14%.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGNING ANALYSIS PREDICTIVE CONTROL FOR
UNCERTAIN BILINEAR SYSTEM AND APPLICATIONS
TO CONTROL CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK
REACTOR HYDROLYSIS OF ANHYDRIDE ACETIC
3.1. Principle of predictive controlling MPC

Figure 3.1. Basic structure of a predictive control system
In Figure 3.1 is the general structure of the predictive controller,
there are three parts:
The predictive model is used to determine the approximation of
, M  1 from the corresponding
the output signals y (k  j ), j  0,1,
past input value: y (k  j )  p u (k ),

, u (k  j  1) 

This is necessary for finding the objective function.
The objective function: is constructed in the principle that its
solution will have to make deviation e(t) between the output signal
y(t) of the control object and the desired sample signal w(t) is set at
the input of the system Figure 3.1 is the smallest.

Jk ek 1,ek  2 ,

,ek N , uk , uk 1,

, uk N 1 

Optimization: This unit is responsible for optimizing the
problem thanks to an appropriate optimization method. In the
language of the optimal math, the task is denoted by:

u *  arg min J k (u )
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3.2. Build adaptive predictive control for not stop and unknown
bilinear systems
A nonlinear MIMO system is called a bilinear, unknow if its
state model is of the form:

x k 1  A(x k , k )x k  B (x k , k )u k   k

y k  C (x k , k )x k  k
where A(x k , k ), B (x k , k ), C (x k , k ) are matrices whose element is a
function that depends on both the state x k and time. The uncertainty
of the system (3.2) lies in the deviation or interference component
 , k unspecified, involved in the model. Vectors
k

x k Rn , uk Rm , y k Rr , respectively, are vector status (system
has n status variable), vector input signals (system has m input
signals) and output signal vectors (system with r output signals).
Predictive control algorithm for bilinear system:
The predictive model: The proposed method of thesis to
solve this problem is step by step replacing the non-stop bilinear model (3.2)
with a linear model stopping in each predictive window. In addition the
unknown components

 k , k

will also be approximated by

they will be considered constant in the same window

 k/ , k/

and

[k , k  N )

Building the objective function: In order to achieve the
purpose of deviation control ek  w k  y k is always blocked with k
and approaching 0 where k   , as well as having the objective
function J k not too complicated, for the optimization to be
simplified, in which the thesis will also use the quadratic objective
function:
T

T

J k (u )  e Qck e  u Rck u  min
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where e  y  w, w  col w k 1, w k  2 ,

, w k N 

and Qck , Rck are two optional positive determinant symmetry
matrices.
-

Handling bound conditions: The objective function is:





J k/ (u )  uT FTQck F  Rck u  2 g  w  Qck Fu  min
-

T

Optimization:

By selecting Qck , Rck , the optimal solution u would be:



u *   FTQck F  Rck



1

FTQck g  w 

In turn, the control signal for the bilinear system at the present time k
is: u k  I , 0,

, 0 u *

Algorithm for controlling the non-stop unknown bilinear system
1)

Predictive range option N  2 . Assigned

x 1  0, u 1  0, A1  0, B1  0, C 1  0, k  0 . Select two
calibration parameters 0    1 và   1 . Select two positive
determinant symmetry matrices Q , R .
2)

Measure the status x k . From that determines the matrixs

Ak , Bk , Ck and z k . Estimates  ,  . Determined A, B, C, / , v and
/

/

since that is E, F, G . Calculate g .
3)

Determined u k , where Qck , Rck were replaced by Qc , Rc ,



it mean: u *   FTQc F  Rc
4)



1

FTQc g  w 

If u k U given by (3.5), then control the object (3.2)

in a sample time and then assigned k : k  1, Qc : Qc and back
to 2). On the contrary, assign Rc :  Rc then back 3). In the case
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where the control problem is not constrained, it is possible to skip
edit steps the two matrix Qc , Rc .
Then we will not need to declare two parameters 0    1
and   1 in the first step, at the same time, the fourth step) will be
revised back to:
4/) Put u k on object control (3.2) within a certain time interval.
Assigned k : k  1 and back 2).
3.3. Application to control continuous stirred tank reactor
hydrolysis of anhydride acetic
3.3.1. The bilinear model of the continuous stirred tank reactor
hydrolysis of anhydride acetic:
We set state variables, control signals and noise variables:

x1  C A 2 , x 2  T * , x 3  Tj*2 , x 4  h ,
u1  f j , u 2  f2

a1.f1.C A1
a1.f1.T1
 1 ,
  2 , a7u1Tj1  u1  3 , a1f1   4
x4
x4
The equation system will be rewritten as a bilinear:

a1u 2 .x1

 a 2 .x1x 2  a3x1
x1  1  x
4

a
u

1 2 .x 2
 a 4 .x1.x 2  a5x 2  a 6 (x 2  x 3 )
x 2   2  x
4

x 3  3  u1  a 7u1x 3  a8 (x 3  x 2 )

x 4   4  a1u 2
The state equation is transformed into a matrix:
x  A(x )x  B (x )u  

1 0 0 0
y 
x C x
0 0 0 1
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where
ax

a  2 2
 3
 1 
2

 
a
x
2
4
    , A(x )    2

2
 3 

  
0
4

0


a 2x1
2
ax
a5  a 6  4 1
2
a8
0


0
a6
a8
0


0

 0

 0
0 , B (x )  

   a 7x 3
 0
0

0

a1x1 
a1x 2 
,
0 
a1 

 1 0 0 0
C (x )  C  
 0 0 0 1

Simulation results:

Figure 3.2. Deviation of output concentration C A2 when changing set
value 10%

Figure 3.3. Deviation of output concentration C A2 when changing set
value

10% (zoom in)
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Figure 3.4. Response h (level) when changing the value set for C A2
-

When the noise C A1

10%
10%; T1 10% affects:

Figure 3.5. Response of deviation of the system when interference
CA1 10%; T1 10%
Remarks: When the noise C A1 reduction 10%, T1 up 10%, the
controller responds well, the output concentration C A2 is reduced but
the value is negligible, then reach the stable value (deviation 8.2.105
). Lelev h increase little, then return to equilibrium value and
stability.
- When the noise F2 10% :
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Figure 3.6. Response of deviation of the system when noise F2
increases 10%

Figure 3.7 Response of deviation of the system when noise F2
-

reducted 10%
Interference effects simultaneously:
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Figure 3.8. Response of the system when noise F1 reducted 10%,
C A1 increased 10%, T1 increased by 10%

Figure 3.9. Response of the system when noise F1 reducted 10%,

C A1 increased 10%, T1 reducted 10%
General considerations: When there are interference effects or three
noises F2 , C A1 , T1 effect simultaneously, the controller responds
well, deviation of the output concentration is small, ensuring that
within the limit.
3.3. Conclusion Chapter 3
Nonlinear predictive model control NMPC using a linear
predictive model in a small space, coupled with the shift of the linear
predictive model along the time axis with the predictive window,
solved the complex MPC bilinear nonlinear control problem, the
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control system has clamped the set value and has the characteristic of
noise resistance. This is evidenced by the control of the CSTR
reactor.
CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT
4.1. The objective of the experiment
The experiment was conducted on a reactor tank model designed
for the purpose of testing the proposed control NMPC in Chapter 3.
4.2. Experimental model
From the design in Chapter 2 we choose the installation
equipment, as shown in Figure 4.1. The process controller used is the
ABB's AC800MXA (PCS-Process Control System). Note: Due to
experimental conditions, the experimental model using the control
variable is F1 , F2 is noise.
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Figure 4.1. Experimental model image
4.3. Operating interface:
In Figure 4.2, the experimental interface model

Figure 4.2. Complete interface
4.4. Schematic diagram of AC800M controller with experimental
model
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TC

TT

AC 800M

u1

T1

F1

TT

V1

h
LT M

T

C A2

u2

TT

B1
TC

T*j

h*
TT

Vj

BJ

V3

CA IT

V2
F2

B2

Figure 4.3. Schematic diagram of AC800M controller with
experimental model
4.5. Experiment results with PID control
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Figure 4.4. Responses when controlled by a PID controller
- The first line is the temperature graph of the reaction: The light blue
line is the amount of SP (T), the green line is the instantaneous
temperature PV (T).
- The second line is a graph of the solution level in the reaction
device: The brown line is the amount of SP (h), the dark blue line is
the instantaneous value of the PV (h).
- The third line (black) is the graph of the reaction solution input
temperature (T1).
- The fourth line (red) is the graph of the output concentration of the
product.
- Line 5 (yellow) is the amount of output noise
4.6. Experiment results with NMPC controller
Experiment results with the NMPC controller are shown in
Figures 4.5a, b (successive).
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Figure 4.5 a. Response when controlled by NMPC controller

Figure 4.5 b. Response when controlled by NMPC controller
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Comparison of experimental results between PID control and
NMPC control:
The duration of the NMPC circuit is faster (3 minutes) than the
duration of the PID loop (10 minutes)
The control deviation of the NMPC is lower than that of the PID
controller, specifically: About temperature deviation (NMPC)

ET %

2%

to

(PID)

concentration deviation (NMPC)

ECA2 %

ECA2 %

compare

ET %

5% ;

About

5% compare to (PID)

15% , although the impact of noise F2 on the NMPC

experiment has a greater range of variation.
- The response of the level-loop in two controller is the same.
- Thus, the results of the experiment demonstrated that the proposed
NMPC controller is correct, suitable for the CSTR reactor object and
capable of deploying NMPCs in the industry.
CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
1. Conclusion
The content of the thesis has solved the problems posed:
- Building the complete kinetic model of the Continuous Stirred
Tank Reactor CSTR of the acetic anhydride hydrolysis reactor
composed of four equations: one of which is a mass balance equation, two
energy balance equations and one equation of component equalizer.
- Constructing a multivariable control model, analyzing the
nonlinearity and interpolation of the model.
- Constructing a testing model of hydrolysis anhydride acetic for
control study.
- From the reaction model, the thesis was analyzed characteristic of
controlling the anhydride acetic continuous hydrolysis reactor by
simulating and experimentally as the PID feedback control structure.
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- Proposed NMPC controlling and application of controller
anhydride acetic hydrolysis reaction. The results are illustrated by
simulations and experiments.
New contributions of the thesis as follows:
- Proposed the NMPC nonlinear model predictive controlling for
the control object that predicts the state feedback of an indeterminate
bilinear. This proposed control method is based on the linearization of the
bilinear model of the system along the orbit observed in the past, in
support of forecasting. This allows for recurring use of time-series linear
predictive control methods without the need to use additional constraints
imposed on nonlinear predictive control. The proposed NMPC control
method is also effective for both non-linear time-varying invariant
constants in the model.
- The proposed NMPC control thesis has been demonstrated by the
application of Acetic Anhydride hydrolysis reaction, by simulation and
experiment, for good results.
- The proposed algorithm NMPC has successfully installed in
the industrial controller ABB AC-800M, which opens the feasibility
of its application into the industry.
2. Subsequent research of the thesis and recommendations
- Complete NMPC Controls: Perform NMPC Configuration
(Firmware) in the AC 800M Controller, to easy for user.
- Study the influence of two symmetrically defined positive
matrices Qc and Rc on the quality of system, thereby building up
the law of change Qc and Rc along the time axis with the forecast
window.

